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PHYSICAL REVIEW A AUGUST 1999VOLUME 60, NUMBER 2Experimental and theoretical investigation of theHH̄ 1Sg
1 state in H2, D2, and HD,
and the B9B̄ 1Su
1 state in HD
E. Reinhold, W. Hogervorst, and W. Ubachs
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
L. Wolniewicz
Nicholas Copernicus University, 87-100 Torun, Poland
~Received 19 January 1999!
We present an extensive experimental and theoretical study of the energy levels of theH̄ out r-well part of
the HH̄ 1Sg
1 state, which is the fourth adiabatic state of1Sg
1 symmetry in the hydrogen molecule. Experi-
mentally, rovibrationalH̄ levels were excited in a two-step laser excitation, using wavelength tunable extreme
ultraviolet radiation near 91 nm to prepare selected levels in theB 1Su
1 state (v518 and 19 for H2 and v
525–27 for D2 , v521–23 for HD!. A second tunable laser in the range 550–735 nm was used to excite the
H̄ levels in the isotopomers H2 , D2, and HD. A third laser at 355 nm probed the excitation of theH̄ levels by
dissociative ionization, producing ions for signal detection. For H2 82 quantum levels were calibrated
(v52 –15,J50 –5! and 107 levels for D2 (v56 –22,J50 –5!. These level energies are compared withab
initio calculations including adiabatic and relativistic effects. Agreement between observation and calculation
is of the order of 1 cm21 for H2 and 0.5 cm
21 for D2 throughout the rovibrational manifold. In the HD
isotopomer theH̄ 1Sg
1 state nonadiabatically interacts with theB̄ 1Su
1 state. This mixing represents an example
of strongg-u symmetry breaking. Apart fromH̄ levels (v54 –19,J50 –3! alsoB̄ levels (v59 –20,J50 –3!
were observed. Theoretical results for HD account for the nonadiabatic interaction with theB̄ state, based on
a newab initio calculation of theB9B̄ 1Su
1 potential and the coupling with theHH̄ 1Sg
1 state. Except for some
levels near the potential barrier also for HD the experimentally calibrated levels agree with theab initio
calculated energies within 1.5 cm21. @S1050-2947~99!06007-2#


































Spectroscopy of the hydrogen molecule has been of
damental interest since the early days of quantum mecha
Hydrogen, being the smallest neutral molecule, is conside
the ideal test system for quantum chemicalab initio calcula-
tions of energy levels in a bound molecular system. It m
be argued that the hydrogen molecule is not the simp
system since the low mass of the nuclei gives rise to str
deviations from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; fro
that perspective the theoretical calculations on the hydro
molecule may serve as a test for an understanding of s
effects. As for theX 1Sg
1 ground state of H2 and its isoto-
pomers D2 and HD energy levels have been calculated w
an accuracy of 0.01 cm21, where nonadiabatic, relativistic
and radiative~Lamb shift! corrections were included@1,2#.
These calculations on the binding energy of theX 1Sg
1
ground state have been tested in several experiments d
mining its dissociation energy@3–6#. Discrepancies betwee
theory and experiment have reached a level of a few h
dredths of a wave number. The values obtained for the
ization potentials of hydrogen and its isotopomers@7,8# are
as accurate as 0.01 cm21. The excited states of1Sg
1 sym-
metry were theoretically investigated with increasing accu
cies over the last decade@9,10#. Recently some nonadiabat
@11# and relativistic corrections@12# for the lowest 1Sg
1
states were computed as well. Calculations for the low















1 state, now have reached agreement w
experiment within 0.1 cm21. Ross and Jungen@13# have
developed an alternative theoretical framework, that of m
tichannel quantum defect theory~MQDT!, from which level
energies can be computed as well; in case of theEF 1Sg
1
state accuracies on the order of several cm21 have been
achieved.
Potentials of the hydrogen molecule show complica
shapes as a function of the internuclear distance due
avoided crossings between diabatic energy curves, belon
to singly and doubly excited molecular configurations
well as superpositions of atomic states. A celebrated exam
of a double-well structure is that of the above-mention
EF 1Sg
1 state, which was observed by Davidson@14#. Both
inner- and outer-well states were subsequently probed
two-photon laser excitation@15#. Details of the tunneling dy-
namics in this system were theoretically investigated
Dressler and co-workers@16,17#. The third adiabatic state o
1Sg
1 symmetry, denoted asGK 1Sg
1 , has a somewhat less
pronounced double-well structure as well@18#.
For the fourth potential of the1Sg
1 manifold, calledHH̄,
it has been predicted that a secondary minimum at 11
must exist@19#, which is due to a crossing between the H1
1H2(1s)2 ion-pair configuration and a repulsive H(1s)
1H(2p) Heitler-London configuration. The latter develop
into the doubly excited molecular 2psu3psu state at smaller
internuclear distanceR; a barrier is formed by an avoide































































PRA 60 1259EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION . . .bound excited state at shortR, theH 1Sg
1 state. Energy lev-
els in theH inner-well structure have been investigated
Tsukiyama and co-workers for H2 as well as D2 @20,21#.
The first observation of the outer-wellH̄ state in H2 @22#
resulted in an experimental determination of rovibronic le
energies that agreed with predictions fromab initio theory
@23# within 13–20 cm21. More recently a recalculation o
the Born-Oppenheimer potential for a wide range of inter
clear distances, including adiabatic shifts and relativistic
fects@12,24#, reduced this difference between theoretical a
experimental level energies in H2 by more than one order o
magnitude, as shown in detail in this paper. The same ca
lation can be applied to D2, and results are also compare
with experimental data. However, strong deviations fro
adiabatic energies occur in HD.
The case of the HD isotopomer is qualitatively differe
from that of the symmetric H2 and D2 molecules: the inver-
sion symmetry, which still holds in the Born-Oppenheim
approximation, is dynamically broken by asymmetric nucle
motion. Electronic states of gerade and ungerade symm
are mixed, thus lowering the electronic symmetry fromD`h
to C`v , andg-u dipole selection rules do not strictly app
any more to electronic transitions. Due to the large H:D m
ratio, in HD this effect is strongest among all diatomic mo
ecules. The observation of a very weak vibrational spectr
in HD @25# provided evidence for a static electric dipo
moment and a deviation from inversion symmetric cha
distribution in the electronic ground state. Wave functi
mixing betweenEF 1Sg
1 states on the one hand andB 1Su
1
andC 1Pu states on the other, observed as line shifts and
appearance of additional lines in the extreme ultravio
~XUV ! absorption spectrum, provide further eviden
@26,27#. But in these examples the symmetry-breaking eff
was small, except for some special cases of near resona
andg andu can still be used as approximate quantum nu
bers.
In a recent Letter@28# strongg-u symmetry breaking was
reported for theHH̄ 1Sg
1 state of HD. For entire rotationa
manifolds within a progression of vibrational states in t
HH̄ 1Sg
1 state strong mixing with theB9B̄ 1Su
1 state was
observed. In Fig. 1 potential energy curves of both states
shown. The mixing was analyzed semiempirically, consid
ing a strong perturbation that acts on undisturbedH̄ levels
constructed on the basis of Dunham coefficients calcula
from the H2 and D2 isotopomers.
Here we present anab initio study of the strongly inter-
actingH̄ andB̄ states in HD and a detailed comparison w
experimental results. For this purpose theB9B̄ 1Su
1 Born-
Oppenheimer potential and adiabatic corrections were ca
lated, and the nonadiabatic contributions from the symme
breaking term in the Hamiltonian were computed to obtai
full set of rovibronic energy levels for the interactin
HH̄ 1Sg
1 and B9B̄ 1Su
1 systems. Inclusion of this nonadia
batic interaction term in the theory provides a special test
the ab initio theory of this molecule.
II. THEORETICAL RESULTS
In two recent papers a recalculation of the Bor
Oppenheimer potential for theHH̄ 1Sg

























ported including adiabatic and relativistic effects@12,24#;
these results can be extended to D2 in a straightforward way.
For the purpose of calculating levels in HD, first th
B9B̄ 1Su
1 Born-Oppenheimer potential and adiabatic corre
tions were recalculated; then the electronic coupling betw
theBB̄ andHH̄ states was evaluated, and finally vibration
levels were calculated.
A. Adiabatic potentials
Similarly as in the case of theHH̄ state, the outer mini-
mum of theB9B̄ Born-Oppenheimer potential, for which
calculation was reported by Kołos@29#, is due to an avoided
crossing of a repulsive Heitler-London and an attract
ionic configuration. As a consequence, the wave function
the outer minimum is a superposition of two componen
covalent and ionic. Therefore, in order to compute the ad
batic potential correctly, we applied the same procedure
cently used for theHH̄ state@24#. Except for the change in
symmetry, both components of the wave function were
fined with the same 299 terms as in Ref.@24#, i.e., the total
wave function consisted of 598 terms. The nonlinear para
eters were reoptimized.
The accuracy was secured in the same way as in Ref.@24#
and double precision floating point arithmetic was used
internuclear distancesR.30 a.u. For R.3.0 a.u. the
present energies are lower than those in Ref.@30#. Therefore
the adiabatic potential was recomputed at about 260 inte
clear distances in the interval 3,R<40 a.u. Tests per-
formed at several selected internuclear distances have sh
that a more careful selection of terms could still improve t
energies by a few hundredths of a wave number. Howe
this convergence error is definitely smaller than the
glected nonadiabatic and relativistic corrections. We
some of the results in Table I. For consistency with ear
convention, the adiabatic correction is listed for H2; values
for HD or D2 are obtained by scaling with the inverse of th
reduced mass of nuclear motion.
The largeR behavior of the potential and adiabatic co
rection is very similar to that of theHH̄ state@24# and the
FIG. 1. Born-Oppenheimer potentials for theHH̄ and B9B̄
states of the hydrogen molecule; the former taken from Ref.@24#,






1260 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZTABLE I. B9B̄ state: Born-Oppenheimer potential and adiabatic correction for H2.
R ~a.u.! EBO (a.u.) dE/dR D(cm
21)a Dold
b ^H8&c
3.10 20.612 756 808 1 0.029 389 824 5 12 554.22 20.05 97.64
3.70 20.596 666 238 2 0.023 496 282 5 9022.75 20.79 100.82
4.00 20.590 154 894 0 0.019 999 519 5 7593.68 20.95 97.92
5.00 20.574 148 641 5 0.0128 299 528 4080.71 20.74 75.05
5.60 20.567 847 333 1 0.004 713 075 9 2697.73 23.53 1912.98
5.70 20.567 885 627 8 20.005 838 416 6 2706.14 27.07 2583.15
6.00 20.571 113 046 7 20.012 211 938 0 3414.47 23.05 123.63
6.50 20.577 231 165 8 20.011 997 280 9 4757.25 20.55 97.59
7.00 20.583 001 729 8 20.011 025 527 0 6023.74 20.40 92.57
8.00 20.592 774 254 0 20.008 425 997 3 8168.56 20.67 86.66
9.00 20.599 787 247 9 20.005 607 244 5 9707.73 21.13 83.08
10.00 20.604 035 782 3 20.002 911 994 1 10 640.18 21.79 80.94
11.00 20.605 645 569 7 20.000 324 445 2 10 993.49 22.78 79.59
11.10 20.605 665 547 6 20.000 074 411 2 10 997.87 79.43
11.20 20.605 660 679 3 0.000 172 420 3 10 996.80 22.89 79.25
12.00 20.604 784 473 2 0.001 947 0273 10 804.50 22.68 76.99
13.00 20.602 052 402 5 0.003 346 278 0 10 204.88 23.34 72.88
14.00 20.598 398 254 5 0.003 845 386 4 9402.89 23.98 69.89
15.00 20.594 528 174 9 0.003 843 211 1 8553.50 24.32 68.34
16.00 20.590 780 208 9 0.003 634 996 5 7730.92 24.32 67.56
18.00 20.584 064 676 4 0.003 075 792 9 6257.03 24.46 66.95
20.00 20.578 447 122 2 0.002 558 108 5 5024.12 23.77 66.77
22.00 20.573 771 954 5 0.002 134 256 4 3998.04 23.75 66.73
24.00 20.569 856 248 8 0.001 796 071 7 3138.64 24.41 66.75
30.00 20.561 274 738 1 0.001 137 033 7 1255.22 27.90 66.86
33.00 20.558 186 979 8 0.000 931 114 5 577.53 66.9
36.00 20.555 757 516 8 0.000 466 152 1 44.33 196.1
36.10 20.555 715 194 8 0.000 380 340 6 35.04 205.0
36.20 20.555 681 426 9 0.000 296 819 2 27.63 189.9
40.00 20.555 559 789 9 0.000 001 152 9 0.93 68.9
aBO dissociation energy.
bEnergy improvement over best previous, results in cm21 @30#. 1 a.u.5219 474.631 cm21.
cTotal adiabatic correction for H2; values for the other isotopes are obtained by scaling with 1/m, m being the










in-changes in character from ionic to covalent are best visibl
the adiabatic corrections and the slope of the Bo
Oppenheimer potential,dE/dR.
B. Electronic coupling
The total Hamiltonian~see, e.g., Ref.@1#! is
H5Hc1H11H21H3 , ~1!





Above, 1 and 2 denote the electrons,R the internuclear
distanceuRA2RBu, m is the reduced mass of the nucle
1/ma51/MB21/MA , andA,B denote the two nuclei, respec
tively.in
-
In general,H1 and H2 give rise to adiabatic correction
and to nonadiabatic couplings between states of the s
g,u symmetry. The symmetry-breaking term,H3, which is a
consequence of the fact that the nuclear center of mass
not coincide with the geometrical center of the molecule
responsible for theg-u coupling. In the present work we ar
interested in the anomalies in the HD spectrum that are
marily due to strong interactions between nearbyB9B̄ and
HH̄ vibrational levels. Therefore we concentrate on this
teraction and ignore all others.
In the following the electronic functions of theB9B̄ and
HH̄ states will be denoted byc1 andc2, respectively. ForS
symmetry, with the molecule fixedz axis coinciding with the
internuclear separation vectorR, the electronic matrix ele-
ments describing the coupling are thus




























b A2,1 R A1,2 B1,2 A2,1
1.100 0.027 12 20.042 17 0.046 76 20.000 0.277 54 0.000 01 0.277 5
1.400 0.026 06 20.047 68 0.042 69 22.000 0.278 05 0.000 00 0.278 0
2.000 0.025 20 20.054 08 0.028 35 24.000 0.278 44 0.000 00 0.278 4
2.400 0.025 80 20.052 72 0.014 68 28.200 0.279 03 0.000 01 0.279 0
2.800 0.072 65 20.040 61 0.001 54 30.900 0.278 50 0.000 31 0.278 4
2.850 0.093 99 20.036 51 0.000 60 34.700 0.276 06 0.000 65 0.275 4
2.900 0.116 23 20.031 26 0.000 06 35.930 0.228 39 0.002 61 0.224 6
3.000 0.127 32 20.018 56 0.000 23 35.980 0.222 88 0.002 76 0.219 2
3.050 0.111 40 20.012 58 0.000 70 36.031 0.216 63 0.002 90 0.213 8
3.100 0.090 96 20.007 57 0.001 23 36.036 0.213 71 0.002 91 0.212 9
3.150 0.072 19 20.003 59 0.001 74 36.039 0.206 51 0.002 90 0.211 5
3.200 0.057 18 20.000 48 0.002 28 36.040 0.199 63 0.002 89 0.210 4
3.400 0.026 51 0.006 57 0.004 37 36.041 0.188 63 0.002 87 0.209
3.600 0.017 22 0.009 58 0.007 26 36.043 0.106 94 0.002 77 0.201
3.800 0.015 30 0.010 88 0.011 54 36.046 20.415 89 0.001 69 0.123 31
4.000 0.017 06 0.011 21 0.017 09 36.047 20.289 83 0.001 21 0.088 89
4.600 0.034 05 0.009 54 0.037 97 36.050 20.062 05 0.000 57 0.042 30
5.000 0.050 78 0.008 21 0.053 06 36.052 20.025 22 0.000 41 0.030 98
5.200 0.061 64 0.007 88 0.062 37 36.056 20.003 43 0.000 26 0.020 26
5.400 0.079 61 0.007 91 0.078 49 36.057 20.001 25 0.000 24 0.018 73
5.600 0.140 10 0.007 70 0.149 57 36.060 0.002 36 0.000 19 0.015
5.650 0.173 60 0.006 71 0.202 54 36.062 0.003 37 0.000 17 0.013
5.700 0.199 73 0.004 82 0.239 77 36.064 0.004 05 0.000 15 0.012
5.750 0.210 82 0.002 89 0.244 74 36.068 0.004 67 0.000 13 0.010
5.800 0.214 94 0.001 33 0.241 01 36.071 0.004 92 0.000 11 0.009
6.000 0.219 51 20.001 89 0.231 21 36.078 0.004 79 0.000 09 0.007 7
6.100 0.221 11 20.002 86 0.228 97 36.080 0.003 37 0.000 05 0.005 0
6.400 0.224 41 20.004 08 0.225 57 36.200 0.001 50 0.000 03 0.001 7
6.500 0.225 04 20.004 13 0.224 89 36.300 20.000 10 0.000 02 0.000 00
7.000 0.225 42 20.003 11 0.222 27 36.400 20.001 67 0.000 02 20.001 59
8.000 0.220 74 20.000 11 0.218 47 36.500 20.003 34 0.000 01 20.003 27
9.000 0.218 58 0.001 34 0.217 82 36.600 20.005 12 0.000 01 20.005 06
10.000 0.221 77 0.001 67 0.221 78 36.700 20.007 08 0.000 01 20.007 02
11.000 0.231 51 0.001 44 0.231 93 36.800 20.009 18 0.000 00 20.009 12
12.000 0.246 78 0.000 93 0.247 32 37.000 20.013 90 0.000 00 20.013 85
14.000 0.269 12 0.000 22 0.269 29 38.000 20.050 42 0.000 00 20.050 41
16.000 0.275 15 0.000 06 0.275 19 39.000 20.100 10 0.000 02 20.100 11
18.000 0.276 80 0.000 02 0.276 81 40.000 20.130 31 0.000 03 20.130 33










po-Ai ,k5S c iU ]2]z1]RUckD ~6!
and
Bi ,k5S c iU ]]z1UckD . ~7!
Above, we use the ( . . .u . . . ) notation to denote inte
grals over electronic coordinates, andz1 is the molecule
fixed z coordinate of one of the electrons. To compute
single precision floating point arithmetic the matrix eleme
Ai ,k andBi ,k we used different variational wave functions fs
small and large internuclear distances. ForR<30 a.u. we
used theHH̄ state function of Ref.@24# and for theB9B̄
states, forR<3 a.u. the wave functions of Ref.@30#, and for
3,R<30 a.u. the function computed in this work. For 3
,R<40 a.u., because of numerical instabilities, we had
use shorter expansions and the number of terms was red
from 299 to 50 for both the ionic and covalent componen
This results in a discontinuity of the matrix elementB1,2 but
has no effect on the final results due to the smallness ofB1,2.
This can be seen in Table II where we list the coupli
elements for some internuclear distances.~A complete set of
results can be obtained from the authors@31#.! Strong nona-


























































1262 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZtentials, are clearly visible in the vicinity ofR53, 6, and 36
a.u. Since both states dissociate to the same limit,Ai ,k and
Bi ,k vanish at infinite separations. The results in Table
show that atR540 a.u. the asymptotic region has not y
been reached. This is in agreement with the results of R
@24#.
C. Vibrational levels
The adiabatic potentials of theB9B̄ andHH̄ states and the
nonadiabatic couplings between these states were use
determine the vibrational levels with a variational procedu
The basis functions were assumed in the form of produ
c iFi ,v(R), where i 51,2, v50, . . . ,vmax, and c i and Fi ,v
are the electronic and adiabatic vibrational-rotational fu
tions of theB9B̄ andHH̄ states, respectively. Thus the tot








ci ,vc iFi ,v ~8!
and the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, Eq.~1!, are
^ i ,vuHu i ,v8&5dv,v8Ei ,v
ad , ~9!
^ i ,vuHuk,v8&52~1/ma!S E Fi ,vAi ,kFk,v8dR
1E Fi ,vBi ,k ddRFk,v8dRD , iÞk ~10!
with Ei ,v
ad being the corresponding adiabatic vibratio
rotational energy. The adiabatic vibrational functions we
computed with the boundary conditionsF(0)5F(40)50 to
allow for levels above the dissociation limit. The differenti
tion of the adiabatic vibrational functions was performed n
merically.
In the final computations we usedvmax5120 which re-
sulted, for each electronic state, in about 40 levels co
sponding to the continuum. A reduction of the basis
vmax5100 changed the final energies by not more th
0.01 cm21. We list the final term values in Table III. Thes
were obtained with the assumption that the relativistic c
rection to the vibrational levels is equal to that of the se
rated atoms.




If P1>P2 the corresponding term in Table III is denoted
B ~inner-well B9B̄ states! or B̄ ~outer-wellB9B̄ states!; oth-
erwise byH or H̄, respectively.
Within the two-state model, the final results listed
Table III are accurate to a hundredth of a wave number.
errors are due to inaccuracies in the adiabatic potential an
the variational solution of the coupled vibrational equatio
However, the neglected nonadiabatic corrections due to
teractions with states of the sameg,u symmetry and relativ-
istic corrections are certainly much larger and amount pr



















that the relativistic corrections to theB9B̄ state are similar to
those to theHH̄ state. Therefore one would expect that re
tivistic effects would raise the term values in Table III b
about 0.3 cm21 @12#. The neglected nonadiabatic corre
tions can — at this moment — only be estimated by a co
parison with accurate experimental data.
III. EXPERIMENT
H̄ 1Sg
1 levels cannot be excited directly from theX 1Sg
1
ground state of the hydrogen molecule because there i
Franck-Condon overlap due to the large internuclear dista
of the H̄ state . Therefore we excitedH̄ 1Sg
1 rovibronic lev-
els in a resonance-enhanced two-photon transition sche
usingB 1Su
1 vibronic states as intermediates, thereby brid
ing the gap in internuclear distance between theX and H̄
vibrational wave functions. Population of excitedH̄ levels is
probed by ionization with a third laser pulse. This scheme
the optical excitation is shown in Fig. 2. TheB̄ 1Su
1 state in
HD is excited in the same way, using alsoEF 1Sg
1 levels as
intermediates.
The experiment has been briefly described in a previ
Letter @22# and in a report on the observation of theI 8 1Pg
state of hydrogen@32#. In Fig. 3 the experimental setup i
shown schematically. Light pulses for both excitation wav
lengths~pulse duration'5 ns) were generated by tunab
dye lasers~Spectra Physics Quanta Ray PDL3!, both pumped
by the second harmonic ofQ-switched, injection seeded
Nd:YAG lasers ~YAG denotes yttrium aluminum garnet!
~Spectra Physics Quanta Ray GCR5 and GCR4!. The laser
used to generate XUV radiation, required for theB-X tran-
sition, was pumped with 700 mJ pulse energy, yielding 16
200 mJ pulse energy at 550 nm using Fluorescein dye. T
dye was chosen to obtain the shortest wavelengths that
be generated by a dye pumped with powerful second h
monic radiation from the Nd:YAG laser; this combines t
advantages of exciting high vibrationalB levels, having a
good Franck-Condon overlap close to the minimum in theH̄
potential, with high XUV intensity. The visible light wa
frequency doubled in a KD*P~deuterated KD2PO4! crystal,
generating UV light with a pulse energy of 40–50 mJ. T
UV was separated from the visible by dichroic mirrors a
focused into a pulsed gas jet of Xe, creating XUV radiati
in the third harmonic atl'91 nm. The XUV then propa-
gated into another~differentially pumped! vacuum chamber
intersecting at right angles a pulsed hydrogen beam
Doppler-free excitation of the molecules.
The XUV laser was tuned on resonance with a selec
rovibronic B-X transition and kept fixed. Resonances we
detected through the efficient XUV1UV photoionization
that occurs in the presence of the strong UV backgrou
from the XUV generation process; ions were extracted wit
delayed pulsed electric field and detected with an elect
multiplier, discriminating between molecular and atom
ions using their time of flight, as described previously@32–
34#. However, for background-free excitation ofH̄ levels the
XUV light must be separated from the UV. This wa
achieved with a noncollinear phase matching setup descr
in Ref. @32#. Briefly, a small rod with a diameter of 1 mm
r
PRA 60 1263EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION . . .TABLE III. B9B̄-HH̄ nonrelativistic term values for the lowest 42 vibrational levels in HD. States with dominantB9B̄ character are
labeledB ~inner-well states! or B̄ ~outer-well states!, states with dominantHH̄ character are labeledH and H̄, respectively; the numbe
following these labels counts thev levels of each subsystem separately.
v J50 J51 J52 J53 J54 J55
0 113 110.82H0 113 155.88H0 113 245.74H0 113 379.86H0 113 557.43H0 113 777.43H0
1 115 066.93H1 115 109.92H1 115 195.64H1 115 323.58H1 115 492.97H1 115 702.84H1
2 116 928.41H2 116 969.34H2 117 050.95H2 117 172.68H2 117 333.74H2 117 533.05H2
3 117 029.82B0 117 072.06B0 117 156.27B0 117 281.93B0 117 448.30B0 117 654.36B0
4 118 625.05H3 118 661.79H3 118 734.87H3 118 843.52H3 118 986.59H3 119 162.58H3
5 118 839.01B1 118 879.12B1 118 959.10B1 119 078.44B1 119 236.41B1 119 432.05B1
6 119 987.27H4 120 020.06H4 120 085.50H4 120 183.34H4 120 313.27H4 120 474.91H4
7 120 543.90B2 120 581.91B2 120 657.68B2 120 770.73B2 120 920.35B2 121 105.60B2
8 121 355.82H5 121 388.80H5 121 454.49H5 121 552.35H5 121 681.54H5 121 840.90H5
9 122 143.39B3 122 179.27B3 122 250.80B3 122 357.50B3 122 498.67B3 122 673.40B3
10 122 630.24H6 122 660.13H6 122 719.75H6 122 808.79H6 122 926.80H6 123 073.25H6
11 123 074.84B̄0 123 076.29B̄0 123 079.19B̄0 123 083.54B̄0 123 089.34B̄0 123 096.58B̄0
12 123 159.77H̄0 123 161.20H̄0 123 164.06H̄0 123 168.34H̄0 123 174.06H̄0 123 181.19H̄0
13 123 380.17B̄1 123 381.63B̄1 123 384.54B̄1 123 388.91B̄1 123 394.73B̄1 123 402.01B̄1
14 123 464.74H̄1 123 466.18H̄1 123 469.05H̄1 123 473.36H̄1 123 479.10H̄1 123 486.28H̄1
15 123 634.63B4 123 668.33B4 123 683.45B̄2 123 687.83B̄2 123 693.67B̄2 123 700.96B̄2
16 123 679.07B̄2 123 680.53B̄2 123 735.51B4 123 771.09H̄2 123 776.86H̄2 123 784.06H̄2
17 123 762.43H̄2 123 763.88H̄2 123 766.76H̄2 123 835.68B4 123 968.18B4 123 993.50B̄3
18 123 837.11H7 123 865.53H7 123 922.09H7 123 980.36B̄3 123 986.20B̄3 124 074.66H̄3
19 123 971.59B̄3 123 973.06B̄3 123 975.98B̄3 124 006.26H7 124 067.44H̄3 124 132.10B4
20 124 052.98H̄3 124 054.43H̄3 124 057.32H̄3 124 061.66H̄3 124 117.23H7 124 253.97H7
21 124 257.81B̄4 124 259.27B̄4 124 262.19B̄4 124 266.57B̄4 124 272.41B̄4 124 279.71B̄4
22 124 336.50H̄4 124 337.95H̄4 124 340.85H̄4 124 345.19H̄4 124 350.99H̄4 124 358.22H̄4
23 124 537.79B̄5 124 539.25B̄5 124 542.17B̄5 124 546.54B̄5 124 552.38B̄5 124 559.66B̄5
24 124 613.13H̄5 124 614.58H̄5 124 617.48H̄5 124 621.83H̄5 124 627.63H̄5 124 634.88H̄5
25 124 811.64B̄6 124 813.09B̄6 124 816.00B̄6 124 820.37B̄6 124 826.18B̄6 124 833.45B̄6
26 124 883.00H̄6 124 884.45H̄6 124 887.35H̄6 124 891.71H̄6 124 897.51H̄6 124 904.76H̄6
27 124 924.87H8 124 951.19H8 125 003.6H8 125 081.88H8 125 093.93B̄7 125 101.17B̄7
28 125 013.89B5 125 045.34B5 125 083.78B̄7 125 088.13B̄7 125 160.76H̄7 125 168.01H̄7
29 125 079.43B̄7 125 080.88B̄7 125 108.01B5 125 154.96H̄7 125 185.30H8 125 313.11H8
30 125 146.24H̄7 125 147.70H̄7 125 150.60H̄7 125 201.44B5 125 324.97B5 125 362.92B̄8
31 125 341.27B̄8 125 342.71B̄8 125 345.60B̄8 125 349.93B̄8 125 355.71B̄8 125 424.78H̄8
32 125 403.00H̄8 125 404.45H̄8 125 407.36H̄8 125 411.72H̄8 125 417.53H̄8 125 477.70B5
33 125 597.22B̄9 125 598.66B̄9 125 601.54B̄9 125 605.85B̄9 125 611.60B̄9 125 618.78B̄9
34 125 653.41H̄9 125 654.87H̄9 125 657.77H̄9 125 662.13H̄9 125 667.94H̄9 125 675.20H̄9
35 125 847.35B̄10 125 848.79B̄10 125 851.65B̄10 125 855.94B̄10 125 861.66B̄10 125 868.81B̄10
36 125 897.62H̄10 125 899.08H̄10 125 901.99H̄10 125 906.35H̄10 125 912.16H̄10 125 919.42H̄10
37 125 921.24H9 125 944.86H9 125 991.89H9 126 061.93H9 126 105.93B̄11 126 113.04B̄11
38 126 091.68B̄11 126 093.11B̄11 126 095.96B̄11 126 100.23B̄11 126 150.37H̄11 126 157.63H̄11
39 126 135.82H̄11 126 137.27H̄11 126 140.18H̄11 126 144.55H̄11 126 154.42H9 126 268.61H9
40 126 277.62B6 126 306.77B6 126 334.39B̄12 126 338.65B̄12 126 344.33B̄12 126 351.42B̄12







rswas placed in the center of the incident UV beam, thus c
ating a shadow in the far field behind the focus inside
vacuum chamber. A slit was inserted to efficiently block t
UV, but not the XUV, which is generated closer to the op
cal axis.-
e
The second laser pulse was counterpropagated thro
the interaction vacuum chamber, overlapping with the XU
and the probe gas beam. Temporal overlap with the X
pulse is required, imposed by the short lifetime of theB state










































1264 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZof theQ switches of both Nd:YAG lasers~Stanford Research
Systems DG535 delay/pulse generator!. Several dyes were
used to cover a wide wavelength range~556–735 nm!:
Rhodamine-6G, Rhodamine-B, a mixture of these two dy
DCM, and Styryl-8. Molecules in excited states were prob
by ionization with a 355 nm laser pulse ('20 mJ) from the
third harmonic of one of the Nd:YAG lasers, delayed by
ns with an optical delay line. Ions were again extracted b
pulsed field of 100 V/cm and detected separately~by time of
flight! for different mass.
A large wavelength range was first explored to find theH̄
excitations by tuning the second laser in large steps
0.1 cm21 per pulse, running at full power~2–5 mJ! to ob-
tain strong signals. The upper trace of Fig. 4 shows an
ample of such a spectrum, recorded with the XUV laser fix
to the B-X(19,0)R(0) transition while scanning the secon
laser over the range 600–670 nm. Transitions to various
brational H̄ levels in H2 were observed on a noisy bac
ground of broad resonances, with theR(1) andP(1) transi-
tions from each band leading to upper levels withJ50 and
2. For accurate measurements the pulse energy of the se
laser was reduced until peak signal height decreased line
with intensity, thus avoiding saturation broadening; depe
ing on transition strength~and also on the transverse profi
of the laser beam! between 1 mJ/pulse and 4mJ/pulse was
required. The laser was then scanned in steps of 0.01 cm21,
averaging over four or eight pulses to increase the sig
noise ratio.
The wavelength of the second laser was calibrated usi
simultaneously recorded transmission spectrum of an I2 cell
FIG. 2. Excitation scheme for H2 and D2, showing the two-
photon excitation of theH̄ 1Sg
1 state from theX 1Sg
1 ground state
via the intermediateB 1Su
1 state. In the case of HD, this scheme
also used to excite theB̄ 1Su
1 state; in the symmetric isotopome












~length '40 cm). Only a small fraction of the laser ligh
was passed through the cell to avoid saturation broadenin
the I2 transitions. A satisfactory absorption spectrum is o
tained when peak absorption is between 10% and 50%
achieve this the absorption cell was used single pass at r
temperature for wavelengths,600 nm and with a fivefold
pass for l.600 nm. At 630,l,675 nm the cell was
heated to'60 °C to increase thermal population of absor
i g levels. An example of aH̄-B spectrum of D2 with I2
calibration is shown in Fig. 5. Frequencies of absorpt
lines that are clearly resolved were assigned with wave n
bers taken from Ref.@35#, marked with an asterisk in the I2
spectrum. The frequency scale was then determined b
spline through the assigned absorption lines. Multiple sc
of the same transitions as well as different choices of c
bration lines reproduce line positions withi
0.02 cm21 (1s). Longer wavelengths were calibrated o
togalvanically with a hollow cathode discharge in argo
FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup. Essential part
the laser system, generating nanosecond light pulses at three d
ent wavelengths, are shown. Frequency tripling of the first la
pulse and excitation of hydrogen molecules are performed in
interconnected and differentially pumped vacuum chambers. A c
tral trigger system synchronizes the light pulses and the pulsed
for extraction of ions, the mass-separated detection, and on
signal registration. TOF: time of flight; EM: electron multiplie



















PRA 60 1265EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION . . .wave numbers taken from Ref.@36#, where the accuracy is
limited by line shape and linewidth effects of the optog
vanic signal to about 0.1 cm21.
IV. SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS
In Fig. 4 overview spectra of theH̄ state for the investi-
gated isotopomers are shown. The upper trace was reco
in a single overview scan in H2, while the lower traces (D2
and HD! are composed of several short scans. We obse
FIG. 4. Overview spectra of excitation of several vibrationalH̄
levels in H2 and D2, andH̄ andB̄ levels in HD. In H2 the spectrum
is recorded in a long scan of the second laser with a fixed inter
diate state, while in D2 and HD short scans around the level en
gies were put together. In all cases, each vibrational band con




vibrational H̄ levels with v52 –15, J50 –5 in H2 ;
v56 –22,J50 –5 in D2 ; v54 –17,J50 –3 in HD; and in
HD also B̄ levels with v59 –20, J50 –3. Observation of
low vibrationalH̄ levels is restricted by their Franck-Condo
factors with the highestv levels of the intermediateB state
used; overlap then only exists for the tail of the vibration
wave functions in the classically forbidden region.
To determine total energies, measured transition ener
were added to the energies of rovibronicB 1Su
1 energies; in
many cases several intermediate levels were used to pop
the same excited states for a check of combination dif
ences.B level energies were determined by adding rotatio
energies of theX 1Sg
1 ground state level, taken from Re
@37# for H2, from Ref. @38# for HD, and from Ref.@39# for
D2, to theB-X transition energy. In the case of H2 we used
B, v518 and 19,J50 –4 as intermediate states, taking d
rectly the values for transition wave numbers from Ref.@33#
with the exception of thev518, J54 level, which had to be
lowered by 0.16 cm21 to 108 491.51 cm21 after checking
combination differences forJ53 excited levels.
In D2 we usedB, v525–27, J51 –4 as intermediate
levels. Level energies were again taken from Ref.@33#, but
some levels were missing and some others had rather l




FIG. 5. Spectrum of theR(1), andP(1) transitions of theH̄-B
~9,25! band in D2 with an I2 transmission spectrum recorded simu
taneously; lines marked by an asterisk are used for calibration.nceTABLE IV. Energies ofB levels in D2 used as intermediates, corrected by a combination differe
analysis.D refers to their deviations from Ref.@33#. All values in cm21.
J51 J52 J53 J54
v E D E D E D E D
25 109 291.61 20.07 109 312.00 20.02 109 342.59 0.00 109 838.24 0.00
26 109 847.52 0.00 109 867.80 10.02 109 898.46 20.05 109 940.20 a
27 110 390.06 10.05 110 409.50 a 110 438.71 0.00 110 477.47 10.04





































1266 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZbased on combination differences in the second excita
step: eachB level was given an offset proportional to i
experimental accuracy, minimizing combination differenc
in the system ofH̄-B transitions. This procedure was applie
separately for levels of para- and ortho-hydrogen, and fin
the two classes of levels were shifted against each other
the criterion of obtaining smooth rotational bands in theH̄
state. The resultingB rovibronic level energies in D2 are
listed in Table IV. As a result the uncertainty of these valu
is dominated by the accuracy of the calibration of the visi
dye laser (0.02 cm21) and the uncertainty of the most a
curate energies in Ref.@33#, 0.03 cm21. Therefore the re-
sulting uncertainty for each level is'0.04 cm21.
In HD the intermediate levels wereB, v521–23 and
EF, v519, J51 and 2; accurate energies of these sta
were not available. We determined them scanning the X
laser over the desired wavelength range using a mixtur
H2 , D2, and HD, recording the XUV1UV photoionization
signal. Resonances in HD were calibrated first with the
ergies of excited levels in H2 and D2 taken from Refs.
@33,34#; from the discrepancy between a point-to-point fr
quency scale and a smoothed one we estimate an uncert
TABLE V. Experimental energies ofB and EF levels in HD
used as intermediates.D refers to deviations from Ref.@26#. All
values in cm21.
J51 J52
State E D E D
B(21) 109 406.07 20.11a 109 435.74 10.39
B(22) 110 071.35 10.32 110 101.41 10.34
B(23) 110 715.16 10.39 110 743.35 10.54
EF(19) 110 750.53 10.31 110 781.75 10.28












for HD levels of 0.2 cm21. In a second step combinatio
differences in transitions toH̄ and B̄ levels were used to
correct the energy values in the same way as in D2. Assum-
ing that the uncertainties for the uncorrected energies are
correlated, we conclude that the systematic deviation for
system of corrected energies is probably smaller th
0.06 cm21. Table V shows the resulting energies of leve
that were used as intermediates. Reference is made to
hitherto most accurate values for their energies@26#. Note
that theEF-X transition is dipole allowed in HD due tog-u
symmetry breaking; theEF 1Sg
1 , v519 level is strongly
mixed with the near-coincidentB 1Su
1 , v523 level, result-
ing in an appreciable transition strength from the grou
state.
For measurements on HD the ionization laser pulse at
nm was not delayed but temporally overlapped with the ot
two light pulses, because the excited state decays too rap
The result was a poorer signal to background ratio due
direct ionization of the intermediateB or EF state by a 355
nm photon. This process produces mainly HD1 ions and its
yield is strongly correlated with the excitation ofH̄ levels
through fluctuations in the population of the intermedia
state; therefore the noise on the background can be stro
reduced by dividing the H1 ~or D1) and HD1 signals. When
the EF, v519 intermediate state was used, the result w
slightly improved by replacing the 355 nm pulse with th
fundamental UV pulse ('273 nm) used for the XUV gen
eration. This was achieved by removing the rod and the
that otherwise performed the wavelength separation; the
son for this difference is, however, unclear.
Tables VI, VII, and VIII contain values for experimenta
energies of all observedH̄ ~and B̄) rovibronic levels in H2 ,
D2, and HD, respectively. For H2 individual uncertainties are
given, depending on the uncertainties of the intermediatB
states;H̄, v59 –11 levels were remeasured to the sa
level.TABLE VI. ObservedH̄ level energies inH2 in cm
21 with respect to the ground state, in parentheses the experimental uncertainty in the last digitDo2c
refers to values from Ref.@12# ~including relativistic corrections!. For levels that were not observed, calculated values are given in italics.
J50 J51 J52 J53 J54 J55
v E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c
0 122 883.41 122 885.31 122 889.12 122 894.83 122 902.44 122 911.95
1 123 234.08 123 235.99 123 239.82 123 245.57 123 253.23 123 262.79
2 123 575.9~2! 10.8 123 577.7~2! 10.7 123 581.7~2! 10.9 123 587.3~2! 10.7 123 595.4~2! 11.1 123 604.3~5! 10.4
3 907.34~6! 10.79 909.26~3! 10.78 913.12~6! 10.78 918.87~3! 10.75 926.58~3! 10.75 936.4~1! 10.9
4 124 229.63~6! 10.90 124 231.56~3! 10.90 124 235.41~3! 10.88 124 241.21~3! 10.89 124 248.92~3! 10.88 124 258.59~5! 10.90
5 542.75~6! 10.96 544.69~3! 10.97 548.55~3! 10.96 554.38~3! 10.99 562.07~3! 10.95 571.75~5! 10.98
6 846.96~6! 11.05 848.89~3! 11.04 852.74~3! 11.02 858.59~5! 11.06 866.28~3! 11.02 875.95~5! 11.03
7 125 142.37~4! 11.08 125 144.30~6! 11.08 125 148.14~6! 11.04 125 154.02~5! 11.11 125 161.68~3! 11.03 125 171.38~5! 11.07
8 429.15~6! 11.10 431.13~6! 11.14 434.95~6! 11.08 440.79~3! 11.10 448.50~3! 11.06 458.20~5! 11.09
9 707.50~4! 11.14 709.49~6! 11.19 713.32~4! 11.13 719.18~4! 11.16 726.91~5! 11.13 736.62~4! 11.15
10 977.42~3! 11.13 979.44~4! 11.19 983.27~3! 11.12 989.14~4! 11.14 996.90~5! 11.11 126 006.62~4! 11.11
11 126 238.99~3! 11.08 126 241.05~4! 11.18 126 244.85~3! 11.05 126 250.83~4! 11.15 126 258.59~5! 11.08 268.37~4! 11.09
12 492.20~6! 11.04 494.16~3! 11.01 498.11~4! 11.01 504.05~3! 11.00 511.92~3! 10.97 521.75~5! 10.95
13 736.83~6! 10.99 738.85~3! 10.99 742.83~3! 10.94 748.84~5! 10.92 756.86~3! 10.93 766.83~5! 10.91
14 972.39~6! 10.68 974.44~3! 10.60 978.50~3! 10.11 984.80~3! 11.40 992.80~3! 10.86 127 003.20~5! 10.98
15 127 197.46~3! 10.55 127 199.70~5! 10.56 127 204.09~3! 10.50 127 210.64~3! 10.36 127 219.46
16 127 405.68 127 408.74 127 414.54 127 422.74 127 433.18
PRA 60 1267EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION . . .TABLE VII. ObservedH̄ level energies in D2 in cm
21 with respect to the ground state; the experimental uncertainty is 0.04 cm21. Do2c
refers to results of a calculation analogous to Ref.@12#. For levels that were not observed, calculated values are given in italics.
J50 J51 J52 J53 J54 J55
v E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c
0 123 482.19 123 483.14 123 485.04 123 487.90 123 491.71 123 496.46
1 732.42 733.38 735.29 738.16 741.99 746.77
2 977.76 978.72 980.64 983.52 987.36 992.16
3 124 218.26 124 219.23 124 221.15 124 224.04 124 227.89 124 232.70
4 453.99 454.96 456.89 459.78 463.64 468.46
5 685.03 686.00 687.93 690.83 694.69 699.52
6 124 911.93 10.50 124 912.82 10.42 124 914.80 10.47 124 917.67 10.45 124 921.56 10.46 124 926.34 10.40
7 125 133.71 10.44 125 134.72 10.48 125 136.62 10.44 125 139.55 10.47 125 143.4 10.45 125 148.26 10.47
8 351.09 10.47 352.08 10.49 354.02 10.50 356.93 10.50 360.81 10.51 365.63 10.49
9 564.04 10.51 565.01 10.51 566.95 10.51 569.86 10.51 573.76 10.54 578.57 10.50
10 772.59 10.51 773.54 10.49 775.51 10.52 778.37 10.47 782.31 10.53 787.12 10.50
11 976.83 10.51 977.78 10.49 979.73 10.50 982.62 10.51 986.54 10.52 991.37 10.50
12 126 176.82 10.53 126 177.76 10.49 126 179.74 10.53 126 182.59 10.46 126 186.51 10.50 126 191.38 10.52
13 372.58 10.53 373.50 10.48 375.51 10.54 378.39 10.50 382.30 10.52 387.17 10.53
14 564.13 10.51 565.08 10.48 567.05 10.50 569.97 10.49 573.86 10.48 578.73 10.48
15 751.55 10.52 752.48 10.47 754.49 10.52 757.38 10.47 761.31 10.49 766.16 10.45
16 934.76 10.48 935.75 10.49 937.71 10.48 940.62 10.44 944.58 10.47 949.47 10.45
17 127 113.82 10.48 127 114.76 10.43 127 116.76 10.45 127 119.73 10.45 127 123.69 10.45 127 128.62 10.44
18 288.63 10.46 289.59 10.42 291.62 10.45 294.59 10.43 298.59 10.44 303.54 10.41
19 459.06 10.42 460.05 10.40 462.10 10.42 465.09 10.38 469.16 10.41 474.17 10.38
20 624.91 10.36 625.90 10.31 628.01 10.35 631.06 10.23 635.20 10.41 640.27 10.33
21 785.68 10.28 786.69 10.23 788.90 10.31 792.05 10.27 796.22 10.20 801.48 10.14
22 940.10a 10.38 941.32 10.42 127 943.24 945.11 10.42 951.28 10.04 957.17 10.31




























ofof accuracy as for the other vibrational levels; in Ref.@22#
calibration problems caused a larger uncertainty. For D2 and
HD the correction procedure leads to a common statist
uncertainty of 0.04 cm21 for all levels, with an additional
systematic uncertainty of 0.06 cm21 in HD as explained
above.
For high vibrational levels in theH̄ state, and also in the
B̄ state in HD, the lines are strongly broadened. In Fig. 6
example is shown of theH̄, v522,J50, andJ52 levels
in D2, excited from theB, v527,J51 intermediate level;
rotational levels are no longer resolved. Although the unc
tainty in the peak position is still determined by the accura
of the calibration, the error in the experimental level ene
is probably larger; especially in cases where broadened l
are asymmetric. This broadening indicates a shortened
time due to a quick decay process that involves tunne
through the top of the barrier in theHH̄ 1Sg
1 potential. The
intramolecular dynamics of tunneling and subsequent a
ionization and dissociation, which is particularly complicat
in the HD isotopomer, will be the subject of a future pap
V. DISCUSSION
A. The H̄ state in H2 and D2
ExperimentalH̄ rovibronic level energies in H2 can be
compared withab initio values from Ref.@12#, now pre-
sented in more detail; note that experimental results h











ergies in D2 are calculated in the same way as for H2 @12,24#.
The calculation of adiabatic vibrational wave functions na
rally treats levels in the entire potential in a unified w
without explicitly discriminating between outer-well an
inner-well states. At energies far below the intermediate b
rier, wave function amplitude always concentrates in eit
well, as long as there are no accidental coincidences; eve
that case level shifts are small@17#.
Calculated energies are slightly lower than experimen
values by about 1 cm21 in H2 and 0.5 cm
21 in D2 over a
wide range of vibrational quantum numbers. Variation w
v shows the same pattern in both isotopes: in H2 the discrep-
ancy first increases from 0.75 cm21 (v53) to
1.15 cm21 (v59) and then decreases again to 0.95 cm21
(v513); we average over the six observed rotational lev
for eachv. The highest observed levels show considera
scatter, ranging from 0.11 cm21 (v514, J52) to
1.40 cm21 (v514, J53). In D2 the deviation slightly
increases from 0.45 cm21 (v56) to 0.52 cm21 (v513)
and then decreases to 0.24 cm21 (v521), again with in-
creasing scatter betweenJ levels. The maximum of the de
viation occurs at the same binding energy for both isotop
this is not directly reflected by the level energies as given
the tables, because they are defined relative to the gro
states of H2 and D2, which have different zero-point vibra
tional energy. The ratio of the deviations in H2 and D2
matches approximately their reduced mass ratio, which
consistent with an assumption made previously@12,24# that
deviations are due to nonadiabatic interactions. The sign
of
ertainty
1268 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZTABLE VIII. ObservedH̄ andB̄ level energies in HD in cm21 with respect to the ground state; states
mixed character are assigned according to the major contribution. Systematic experimental unc
0.06 cm21; individual uncertainty of each level 0.04 cm21 unless a different value is given.
J50 J51 J52 J53
v E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c E Do2c
H̄ 4 124 337.17 10.67 124 338.63 10.68 124 341.51 10.66 124 345.88 10.69
H̄ 5 613.84 10.71 615.29 10.71 618.20 10.72 622.59 10.76
H̄ 6 883.73 10.73 884.57 10.12 888.09 10.74 892.03 10.32
H̄ 7 125 147.00 10.76 125 148.46 10.76 125 151.37 10.77 125 155.71 10.75
H̄ 8 403.76 10.76 405.17 10.72 408.12 10.76 412.42 10.70
B̄ 9 599.84 11.18 607.03 11.18
H̄ 9 654.24 10.83 655.55 10.68 658.49 10.72 662.82 10.69
B̄ 10 848.64 11.29 850.13 11.34 852.94 11.29 857.20 11.26
H̄ 10 898.31 10.69 899.71 10.63 902.68 10.69 906.97 10.62
B̄ 11 126 093.04 11.36 126 094.45 11.34 126 097.33 11.37 126 101.57 11.34
H̄ 11 136.39 10.57 137.82 10.55 140.78 10.60 145.08 10.53
B̄ 12 331.58 11.46 332.98 11.43 335.74 11.35 340.09 11.44
H̄ 12 368.69 10.46 370.12 10.43 373.08 10.48 377.40 10.43
B̄ 13 563.96 11.55 565.35 11.51 568.23 11.55 572.45 11.51
H̄ 13 595.63 10.35 597.01 10.27 599.99 10.34 604.28 10.27
B̄ 14 789.53 11.60 790.95 11.58 793.83 11.60 798.12 11.60
H̄ 14 817.87 10.21 819.27 10.26 822.21 10.21 826.48 10.14
H̄ 15 127 007.27 11.54 127 008.70 11.51 127 011.65 11.54 127 015.98 11.50
B̄ 15 036.48 10.19 037.88 10.16 040.76 10.18 045.02 10.15
H̄ 16 216.43 11.34 217.88 11.29 220.93 11.34 225.40 11.32
B̄ 16 252.00 10.29 253.38 10.26 256.24 10.31 260.71 10.56
H̄ 17 416.93 11.56 417.89 10.90 421.56 11.37 425.80 10.88
B̄ 17 464.00 10.48 465.41 10.47 468.17 10.42 472.36 10.43
H̄ 18 607.76 21.43 609.66 21.71 613.70 22.94 616.7 110.6
a
B̄ 18 672.05 10.36 673.44 10.35 676.29 10.38 680.45 10.18
H̄ 19 781.3
b 26.4 789.24 20.73 791.3b 23.2 797.4b 24.0
B̄ 19 875.47 10.81 876.66 10.55 880.15 11.17 882.72 20.53
B̄ 20 128 075.8
b 25.8 128 079.3b 25.1 128 082.7b 28.7 128 085.8b 18.1
aIdentification ambiguous; two calculated levels at 127 606.12 and 127 635.08 cm21 are both not clearly
localized in one potential well.



















ingthe shift indicates that the interaction with lower-lying sta
should be dominant, i.e., with theEF andGK 1Sg
1 states.
Vibrational levels close to theHH̄ potential barrier show
a slightly perturbed rotational structure, i.e., some deviati
occur from a fit of the energies of rotational levels for ea
vibrational state to the rigid rotator formulaE(J)5Tv
1BvJ(J11); higher terms inJ(J11) do not differ from
zero significantly for anyv. Molecular constants for H2 were
previously reported@22#, values for D2 are given in Table
IX. The small deviations near the top of the barrier can
explained by the increasing influence of the spreading of
vibrational wave function over both potential wells. This
automatically accounted for in the calculation of adiaba
rovibrational energies, which treats the entire potential a
whole. The centrifugal potential is included for each ro







order of levels with wave functions concentrated in either
the two potential wells.
For the perturbed rotational structure of the experim
tally determined level energies we therefore expect the u
pattern of avoided crossings at theJ values where an inner
and an outer-well vibrational state change their order on
energy scale. Although only few deviations are significa
with respect to experimental uncertainty, the avoide
crossing pattern is found unambiguously in thev514 level
in H2: the J53 level is shifted upwards and theJ54 level
downwards by 0.1 cm21, which is consistent with a perturb
ing state at small internuclear distance. However, the ca
lation predicts the crossing point to lie betweenJ52 and 3;
the J53 inner-well state must lie at least 50 cm21 lower
than calculated to be consistent with the observed level






















































PRA 60 1269EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION . . .that nonadiabatic interactions with other electronic sta
play a major role for the levels at small internuclear distan
At lower energies this is an established fact, and calculati
show that level shifts of tens of cm21 occur, in agreemen
with experiment; the adiabatic approximation breaks do
completely, and energy levels must be described by supe
sitions of many adiabatic wave functions, which are differe
for eachJ @10#. It is therefore an oversimplification to con
sider the perturbing states as adiabaticH 1Sg
1 inner-well
states with well-behaved rotational structure; what is rema
able is the small deviation of outer-well level energies fro
the adiabatic values.
B. The H̄ and B̄ states in HD
Experimental energies of most observedH̄ andB̄ states in
HD agree with calculated values within 1.5 cm21 ~see Table
FIG. 6. BroadenedH̄ level (v522 in D2) close to the barrier in
the HH̄ potential, indicating efficient tunneling through the barri
followed by fast decay. TheJ50 and 2 states are not resolved.
TABLE IX. Fit parameters of a rigid-rotor fit to experimenta




6 124 911.90 0.4817
7 125 133.73 0.4845
8 125 351.11 0.4845
9 125 564.04 0.4847
10 125 772.58 0.4849
11 125 976.82 0.4852
12 126 176.80 0.4855
13 126 372.56 0.4869
14 126 564.12 0.4870
15 126 751.54 0.4877
16 126 934.76 0.4903
17 127 113.80 0.4942
18 127 288.62 0.4974
19 127 459.06 0.5041
20 127 624.91 0.5129









VIII !, except for the highest ones. Electronic labels are o
indicative, for all observed levels are superpositions
HH̄ 1Sg
1 andB9B̄ 1Su
1 wave functions, as discussed in Re
@28#. The present calculation confirms that the labels cor
spond indeed to the electronic contributions with the larg
coefficient. Vibrational levels are counted separately
outer-wellH̄ andB̄ states as in Ref.@28#; these numbers are
included in Table III. The calculation also confirms the a
solutev values, which could not be derived from experime
because the lowest vibrational levels were not observed.
strongest mixing ofg andu wave function character is foun
for the H̄, v514 andB̄, v514 states, having a compone
of the opposite symmetry of more than 40% each,
J50 –3, in agreement with the earlier semiempirical analy
@28#.
Deviations between observed and calculated energie
HD show a slightly more complicated pattern than in t
homonuclear isotopomers; but with few exceptions, th
vary smoothly withv andJ. The lowest observed vibrationa
H̄ levels,v54 –10, which have only smallB̄ admixture, lie
'0.7 cm21 higher than calculated. When scaled with t
reduced mass for HD this is consistent with the suppo
source of deviations in H2 and D2, the neglected nonadia
batic interactions with other states with gerade symme
The deviations for observedB̄ levels in the same energ
region are clearly different from those forH̄ ('1.2–
1.3 cm21), which is not surprising because of differe
nonadiabatic couplings with other states. In the region
12<v<17, where strongg-u mixing occurs, the interpreta
tion is less straightforward. Here we find close-lying pairs
an H̄ and aB̄ state, with equalJ and, coincidentally, equalv
quantum numbers. Betweenv514 andv515, for eachJ the
upper state of such a pair formally changes its label fromH̄
to B̄ ~and the lower state vice versa!, but the change betwee
g andu electronic character is actually smooth; therefore
change of deviations for the upper and lower states of a
rather than forH̄ and B̄ has to be followed. One finds~cf.
Table VIII! that the difference between observed and cal
lated energies goes through a minimum for the upper
through a maximum for the lower levels at the point of ma
mal interaction; this suggests that theg-u interaction be-
tweenH̄ andB̄ states is slightly weaker than calculated. F
the highestH̄ levels close to the internal potential barrie
whose vibrational wave functions stretch over both wells,
deviation quickly changes; a correct prediction of the en
gies would require that nonadiabatic interactions with ot
electronic states of bothg andu symmetry are included. The
same holds for the highestB̄ levels, which lie higher than the
barrier of theHH̄ potential.
VI. CONCLUSION
The energy level structure of the outer-well part of t
highly excitedHH̄ 1Sg
1 double-well potential in molecula
hydrogen was experimentally determined via multistep la
excitation and compared with accurateb initio calculations.
For the inversion symmetric species H2 and D2 the outer-














1270 PRA 60REINHOLD, HOGERVORST, UBACHS, AND WOLNIEWICZlevels of an isolated rigid-rotor molecular system.Ab initio
predictions including relativistic effects produce agreem
within 0.5 cm21 for D2 and within 1.0 cm
21 for H2. In HD
the inversion symmetry of theH̄ 1Sg
1 outer-well state is
strongly broken. This phenomenon is analyzed in terms
nonadiabatic interaction between theH̄ 1Sg
1 state and the
B̄ 1Su
1 outer-well state, which has a similar atomic-orbit
configuration. Inclusion of thisg-u interaction in theab ini-
tio calculations leads to an agreement with experim
within 1.5 cm21.
TheHH̄ 1Sg
1 state is one of a series of exotic double-w
states with nearly pure ionic character at large internuc













nel; in the case ofH̄ beyond 36 a.u. the potential curve leve
off to the (n51)1(n53) limit. Similar long range states
are predicted below then54 andn55 limits for bothg and
u symmetries@40#. For the n54 case isolated outer-we
states should exist at.1 eV above the ionization limit of
the molecule, with vibrational wave functions bound b
tween'15 and 80 a.u. The excitation of these exotic sta
will be the subject of future investigations.
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